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Abstract 
Title: Organization of competitions of champion's trait in fast typing 
Aim of the work: The aim is to project an organization of next championship in 
processing of information in Czech Republic with view for better 
financial ensurance. To analyse organizational even financial aspects 
ofworld championship in 2007 in Prague, which has took place yet. To 
sketch czech fast typing. In the end evaluate established pieces of 




Descriptive analysis for prezentation of fast typing, for evaluating and 
prezentation of world championship in 2007 in Prague. SWOT 
analysis and case study using for project of organization of next 
championship in Czech Republic, for that time European 
championship. 
European championship, which can be organized in Prague in 2014, 
can be configurated and well financed. According to case study and 
planned budget, which more stili no contains potential sponsor' s 
contributions, European championship can be reach a profit, similar 
to profit in championship in 2007. Lesser number of participants of 
European championship no keep from successful organization of 
action, it managed to eliminate costs. 
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